Your Process

TO DRAIN POWER FROM PATTERNS...
OPEN UP TO YOUR INFINITE ABUNDANCE...
ACCESS YOUR INFINITE SUPPLY OF MONEY...
AND
AWAKEN TO YOUR INFINTIE POWER OF
CREATION

Your Process

Beyond the mind, the heartbeats, and your Soul
guides YOU to drain your power from patterns that
have kept you believing that you are limited and not
an infinite being with all the power, wisdom, and love
to create ALL that you desire to play with.
One of the important principles in the ‘Game of Life’
and any game that you choose to play within this
‘Game of Life’, just for the sheer pleasure of playing,
is that EVEYRTHING IS PLAY!
Your mind so often resides in the paradigm of
survival, and that paradigm is also just a pattern that
you have created in the field, that has kept you from
awakening to THE TRUTH. It’s kept you locked in fear,
and fear is an effective pattern, as it keeps you
focused outside of you, and on your hologram, rather
than you, the Creatrix of the hologram.
Your Process will become a Sanctuary for you to
surrender into, and you will become to love Your
Process, not just because you will start to see shifts in
your hologram, that reflect you draining your power

from patterns that you have created to keep you
playing the ASLEEP GAME, but also because of the
way you will start to FEEL. You will start to feel the
infinite possibilities that are YOUR TRUE STATE.
We’re going to anchor in Your Process in this
playbook, and we’re going to expand it to include
expressing your Infinite Abundance, which is you
simply creating patterns in your field.
Your Soul feels, responds, intuits, guides, and flows
with the Power of Creation.
You are being asked to trust your Soul, and tap into
more and more the TRUTH OF WHO YOU ARE & what
you’re outer world is.
I know that you are being guided throughout this
entire process by your Higher-Self, and therefore, I
trust that when you feel called playing consciously
with the expression of your Infinite Abundance then
that is perfect.
I ask that you notice when you are playing with
consciously expressing your infinite abundance,
where the desire is coming from. Is it coming from
wanting to fix, change and ultimately make

something go away in your field because you are
judging it as bad, or not what you want?
If that is the case, then apply Your Process, and drain
your power from that pattern of judgment. Ready all
judgments, beliefs, stories and rules are also patterns
that you have created in your field.

Dive into this playbook and be deliciously surprised
with what you now create and design.

Blessings and Love,
Alexandra

Your Process
Place one hand over your heart, and the other over
your womb, and say out loud…
“I trust you. You are wise and my guide. You beat and
flow in harmony with the greater plan that is mine to
create, birth and nurture. You are my guiding light. I
now receive my next level of my Game of Life”
Here is the outlining Principles of Your Process are,
so that you can keep to the structure of it, and still
have flow within it, so it becomes Your Process.

#1 Your Power Statement
The truth of who you are…

#2 Speak truth to the illusion…
I’m creating all of this. Everything is a pattern in my
field that I have created. This is all a creation of my
consciousness. None of this is real, it’s all an illusion.

#3 Drain Your Power From The Patterns
If you prefer you can call it reclaiming your power
from this/these creations.
You can speak specifically to what the patterns
and/or creations are, or not, it doesn’t matter; just
speak how you are inspired to speak.
I drain my power from these patterns right here, right
now, as I drain my power I can feel the patterns
drain, become smaller and collapse.

#4 Feel the power fill you up…
This is the embodiment process, this is the moment
where you expand your energy and receive the
power of creation. Feel it swirling through you, feel
yourself expand. You can see it come into you
through your solar plexus if that helps you.
Speak to your power returning to you.
I feel my power returning to me, I feel my power
filling me up, I feel it swirling in me and expanding,
now. I am expanding into more and more of who I
truly am.

#5 Speak truth of what you are and what you
have access to…
I am my infinite abundance expressing itself. I have
an infinite supply of money to express appreciation
with. I am infinite wisdom. I am infinite love. I have
infinite love. NOW.

#6 Express Appreciation…
Firstly express appreciation for you are the creator,
marvel at how powerful you, how exceptional you
are, how amazing you are. The more you can express
your infinite abundance in the form of appreciation
to yourself the more you will see your hologram shift
to reflect that appreciation in all the forms of
abundance.
Then express appreciation for the creative process.
Then express appreciation for your creation/s and
the patterns that you have created and are
experiencing for how perfectly they are supporting
you in playing the awake game more and more.
Express appreciation for the amazing opportunity to
drain patterns of your power, and reclaim power
from your creations. Now.
Feel the appreciation more and more, open up more
and more to you infinite abundance through
appreciation for yourself, your process and your
creations.

Expressing of your infinite
abundance
I want you to start playing with consciously choosing
how you are expressing your infinite abundance.
This is completely connected to how much power
you have drained from limiting patterns in your field,
and how much power you have reclaimed from your
creations that cause you discomfort.
It is also completely connected to how much
appreciation you are expressing to yourself as the
Creatrix and your creations.
We are going to work with the money game here and
it can be applied to any game you are choosing to
play.
I do want you to start playing with the language, and
getting into the energy of expressing your infinite
abundance. Because everything and I mean

everything is an expression of your infinite
abundance, no matter how you are judging it right
now. Each creation and each pattern is an expression
of your infinite abundance.
We’ll dive into this in your next playbook Expressing
Your Infinite Abundance NOW!
Big Love,

Alexandra

